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"Finally, here's a picture book that helps young children move beyond rote recitation of the Pledge

to find meaning in its language. This is the book parents and teachers have been waiting for."

Ã¢â‚¬â€• BOOKLIST (starred review)"I led a pigeon to the flag" . . . "and to the wee puppet" . . .

"onenation, and a vegetable" . . . What was that again? Children in the United States have been

reciting the Pledge of Allegiance since 1892 Ã¢â‚¬â€• and for about that long, they've found its big

words confusing. Now, beloved children's book author Bill Martin Jr (BROWN BEAR, BROWN

BEAR, WHAT DO YOU SEE?), fellow literacy expert Michael Sampson, and Caldecott

Honor-Ã‚Âwinning artist Chris Raschka give America's children a hand, and explain this patriotic

poem once and for all. A new paperback edition offers notes and suggested activities to help

parents and teachers make this book even more interesting to and fun for children.
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Whether kids want to recite the Pledge of Allegiance or respectfully decline, this straightforward and

playfully illustrated guide clears up what the pledge really means--word by word, and line by line.

Two pledge-loving literacy experts (Michael Sampson and Bill Martin, Jr.) and one polite

pledge-abstainer (Caldecott Honor-winning illustrator Chris Raschka) have come together to

explicate America's time-honored oath in plain, kid-friendly language: "I pledge (A pledge is a



promise) allegiance to (Allegiance is loyalty) the flag (A flag is a symbol that stands for a place, a

thing, or an idea. Making a promise to a flag usually means the same thing as making a promise to

whatever the flag stands for.)." Sampson and Martin's annotations adequately convey the essential

meaning behind the words, although understandably less so in the thornier sections: "under God

(Many people believe that a democracy is a reflection of how God thinks--every single person is

important.)" I Pledge Allegiance also covers some of the history behind the pledge and the flag, but

what kids will probably remember best--aside from the pledge itself--is Raschka's clever, winning

collage work, which somehow manages to sum up ideas like liberty, justice, and God with a few

quick strokes and scraps. (Ages 4 to 8) --Paul Hughes --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Martin and Sampson's (previously teamed for Adam, Adam, What Do You See?) timely volume

breaks the Pledge of Allegiance into digestible phrases or words and explains their meaning along

with some history. Raschka's artwork makes a felicitous match; his highly conceptual style keeps

the treatment playful yet respectful. Dressing the pages in a patriotic palette of snappy red, white

and blue (jazzed up with torn-paper collage in shades of orange, green, black, yellow and more), he

creates a series of clever visual counterpoints to the authors' careful deconstruction. As the text

defines and explains each phrase or concept, Raschka bolsters the passages with child-friendly

images. For "allegiance is loyalty," readers see a dog wagging its tail while, for "liberty" (described

as an individual's freedom "to make his or her own choices"), individuals literally choose their own

path as they step out onto stripes of various colors. The authors also include interesting

background, such as the meaning behind the colors in the American flag ("Red is for courage. White

is for purity and innocence. Blue is for loyalty and fairness") and the pledge's origins (it was written

by Francis Bellamy in 1892 as a poem for children). Simple without being simplistic, this cleverly

designed volume spells out the concrete meaning behind the words in the Pledge of Allegiance

while deftly communicating the democratic spirit and principles that inspired it. Ages 6-9.Copyright

2002 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.

This was what I had been looking for. It was perfect for my lesson plans. The students really

enjoyed the books.

This book fits in nicely with my Social Studies curriculum. I will be using it each year. I also read



other books that explain the vocabulary words from our country's pledge. This book is a nice

addition to those books.

Wonderful text! Great book for teaching about what our pledge actually means.

Very nicely done. Helps young learners understand the words they say every day

Exactly what I needed

Explains the Pledge of Allegance so that ANY age child (or adult!)can understand. I bought it to

work with my ESL third graders, but I've used it for all grades including Kindergarten. Every

classroom in the country should have a copy.

I used this book to teach 2nd graders what the Allegiance means. We say it every day and now the

students know exactly it means.

Great condition, will use in class room for our social studies curriculum and American symbols unit. I

think the students will love it.
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